Scientists expect debris of satellite to miss U.S.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Pentagon estimated yesterday that there is a 2 percent chance that debris from a disabled nuclear-powered Soviet spy satellite will hit the United States after entering the atmosphere sometime between early Sunday and Monday morning.

Sporadically, April 25, 1985, two weeks after the Cosmos 1902 explosion on Aug. 2, space experts predicted the entry of the satellite, which carries a nuclear reactor, sometime between 1 a.m. Sunday and 3 a.m. Monday.

However, space experts said the Cosmos 1902, which has been tumbling toward earth at an even increasing rate, may plunge into the atmosphere late Sunday night.

"We can't predict where, with any certainty, until just at the last minute it comes in," Catto said when asked to forecast where the satellite's debris will reach the earth's surface.

At the same time, he said there is a 70 percent chance the Cosmos debris will come down over water.

Reagan appraises stewardship

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, who swept into office promising prosperity and balanced budgets, observed the midpoint of his fourth term yesterday contending the nation was entering "a season of hope" even if economic recovery has so far proved elusive.

Reagan offered a personal appraisal of his stewardship "in the first term" — he has yet to officially announce he will seek a second. During an impromptu appearance in the White House press room on the second anniversary of his inauguration.

After two years in office, Reagan continued to name the state of the economy, at worst since World War II, on his predecessors. "This recession had been coming on for several years and gradually growing worse," he said.

Recalling that when John F. Kennedy took office he was surprised to find that things were as bad as he had been saying, Reagan said, "In my case, the biggest surprise was finding out that they were even worse. And it's a real human tragedy that so many of our people today are still suffering from the political mistakes of the past that we feel final­ly started to correct."

Reagan said he foresees "an American economy and an America on the mend." He laid out no timetable for how long it would take to heal the country's economic ills.

Reagan offered a personal assessment of his stewardship "in the first term" — he has yet to officially announce he will seek a second.

"We are witnessing the return of the American people to the political center," Reagan said. "They have practiced during our term yesterday contending the nation was entering "a season of hope" even if economic recovery has so far proved elusive.
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News Briefs

The Department of Architecture at Notre Dame has been renamed the School of Architecture because of several differences between the degree programs of architecture and civil engineering housed in the College of Engineering. The change was proposed last October to the Engineering College Council, submitted to University officials and approved by the president. Department within the College of Engineering, the professional degree program in architecture has been perceived as an engineering program in spite of differences in the accredited degree programs, national academic associations, required professional internships, professional qualifications, national certification, and professional licenses. Although the School of Architecture will remain within the College of Engineering, the change in designation will be reflected in the University Bulletin of Information describing architecture courses, degree requirements, student organizations and awards under a separate "School of Architecture" in the College of Engineering information section. Similarly, future commencement programs will distinguish bachelor of architecture degree recipients separately from recipients of bachelor of science in engineering degrees, though still under the general heading of the College of Engineering.

The Observer

Want campus housing? If so, the deadline for housing contracts is Feb. 2, according to Student Government Housing Commissioner Jorge Valencia. All students planning to reside on campus next fall should receive contracts in the mail by today. Valencia suggested that students interested in off-campus housing contact the Off-Campus Housing Office on the third floor of the Administration Building.

An organizational meeting for students interested in engineering for the Two-Campus Nuclear Freeze Coalition will be held Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Social Concerns Room in Lafortune. The group is sponsoring the nuclear freeze referendum on the ballot in the upcoming student body elections. - The Observer

Here in South Bend, a march sponsored by the Student Council for Civil Rights and Justice on Sunday will also recognize the tenth anniversary of the Roe v. Wade pro-abortion Supreme Court decision. John May of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's Right to Life said students seek an abortion ban and women's rights. The march begins at the Keg, passes through South Bend's downtown and concludes at St. Patrick's Church. Notre Dame Professor of Law Jon Garth will deliver an address on the abortion issue.

Right to Life of Notre Dame and Saint Mary's will send 50 students to attend the March on Washington tomorrow to convince politicians to pass the proposed abortion amendments. About 150,000 people are expected for this march, ten years after the famous Roe v. Wade Supreme Court decision that allowed abortion on demand and now goes past the White House up to Capitol Hill. The ND/SMC students will present 50 of the 244 students who are supporting the efforts of Right to Life. The students will leave tonight and return Sunday. The march is an annual event of National Right to Life. - The Observer

Red roses were laid on the desks of all 150 Indiana legislators yesterday in a silent protest of the landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision.热," the group of Indiana Democratic legislators notified the House of Representatives and the Senate of their resolution. The protest was also accompanied by letters to the members of Congress. The resisters are not the pro-life movement, the card read. "We present it to you on this, the 10th anniversary of the U.S. Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion, in memory of the more than 15 million American babies killed by abortion since Jan. 22, 1973." On Jan. 22, 1973, the Supreme Court struck down Texas criminal abortion law and those of other states on the grounds that they violated women's constitu- tional right to privacy. The group also wrote a letter to the President of the United States expressing their concern over the Supreme Court's decision. The group also wrote a letter to the President of the United States expressing their concern over the Supreme Court's decision.

An eighth-grader who had quarreled with two other students shot them with a pistol in a crowded school hall yesterday and then shot himself in the chest instantly and one of the other boys was fatally wounded, authorities said. The third youth was taken to a hospital, where his condition was not immediately known. Police said the incident was not related to the recent school shooting. They have become involved as an argument in the study hall at Parkway South High School in Manchester, Mo. School officials said there were 25 other students and a teacher in the classroom at the time of the shooting. County Police Sgt. Fred Fohn said two handguns were found at the scene. All three of the youths were reported to be in the 15-year-old group. Their names were not immediately released.

Cloudy and today with a 20 percent chance for light snow late. The high will be 34, and the low will be 26. The forecast calls for mostly cloudy with the high in the mid and upper 20s. Cloudy tomorrow with a good chance for snow possible mostly with freezing rain and sleet. The high will be in the low and mid 30s.
Fieldhouse to fall in March

By MOLLY KINNUCAN
Staff Reporter

Saying that it “has passed the point of useful life,” Director of Physical Plant Donald Dedrick announced that the Old Fieldhouse will be torn down the second week of March. In its place, according to Dedrick, “a beautiful mall area will be con- structed. We all should be very happy with the results.”

Since 1969, the Fieldhouse has been the home of the Notre Dame Art Department. According to Thomas J. Fox, instructor of drawing, painting, and design, “when we got the Fieldhouse, it was a blessing.”

The fieldhouse provided an ideal atmosphere for the students of those years. Says Fern, “The personality of the ND student was very different. They had an enormous amount of freedom and liberty. They built huge things for the free time.”

Before the move to the fieldhouse, the art faculties had been scattered in roughly five different buildings. The department as a whole had little unity, and the students had scarce opportunity to in- teract and observe the operations of their fellow artists.

The recently renovated chemistry building, on the other hand, is part of a new Department. The reactions of the art students to the new facilities are uniformly positive. Dan Shannon, a fifth-year architecture student writing a term paper on the renovation of a building again in bad condition, says also noted, “The students really have a different attitude here.”

Art. Burton, a fifth-year architecture major, feels “something should have been done ten years ago.” About preserving the Old Fieldhouse, “They cannot do it now because it is beyond restoration.”

Mild winter weather cuts maintenance costs

By MARY EASTDAY
Staff Reporter

With the lack of extreme winter weather this year, the Notre Dame maintenance department has seen a re- duction in costs. Personnel, however, have used the extra time to work on projects usually done later in the year.

“Because of the mild winter weather we’ve had this year, we are two months ahead of schedule on grounds maintenance,” said John Moorman, director of maintenance. The manpower that is normally used for snowplowing during these win- ter months has been used to clean out shrub beds, rake leaves, replace sod, and plant “70 new maple trees on Juniper and Douglas Roads.

Moorman said that normally at this time of the winter they have applied 200 tons of salt sand and salt on snowy and icy streets and sidewalks. Less than 10 tons have been used so far. Personnel costs as well as maintenance costs are lowered as a result since all salt sand that is spread must be removed from the sidewalks later. Less salt sand and salts also mean less deterioration to the streets and sidewalks.

Snowplowing is one of the most difficult operations on the grounds and equipment. Moorman said they have not had to use any major snow removal equipment. This has eliminated the usual repair and maintenance costs.

There has been no damage done to fences, shrubs and sod by snowplowing because of the lack of snow.

The maintenance department worked 42 consecutive days last January and February removing snow. Moorman estimates that it takes approximately 10 to 12 hours per day to completely plow all of the streets, sidewalks and parking lots after snowstorms.

“Unless we are plowing snow in April or May, it should be a good winter for grounds and main- tenance,” Moorman predicted.

Overcome the slump

SMC sponsors week

By MARY ANN POTTER
Staff Reporter

The “It’s Great To Be A Sopho- more” theme that has been a name Mary’s Sophomore Council, will begin tomorrow with a different ac- tivity planned each day of the week for students. Organizers hope that the theme will help students overcome “the sophomore slump” they think many sophomores suffer from.

“Screw-Your-Roommate Tubing” at Bonnie Woods will begin the week of festivities tomorrow night from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. Following the tubing will be a party in the Holy Cross Hall parlor with a WNDN disc jockey and refreshments.

The activities planned for Sunday include a Sophomore Class Mass at 11:30 a.m. in Regina Chapel. Sopha- morees will have the opportunity to go to Mass and mingle at the ACC from 9:45 p.m. to 11:15 p.m. A senior/sophomore party will be held Mondays from 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the Holy Cross Hall parlor.

Sophomore Reception Night will take place in Angela Athletic Center Tuesday from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Vol- leyball, basketball, racquetball and aerobics will be available for sopher- many还将有ivor, 与哈密瓜奖品相关的活动将会超过他们的工作。

There will be an “Ice Cream Boat” Wednesday from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. in Regina North Lawn. The Sopho- more Council has planned a Happy Hour with Missy Morris from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. for next Friday.

The activities will end with the sophomore Class Ski Trip which is planned in cooperation with the Notre Dame Sophomore Council. The ski trip will be at Tumbeaguski's Resort next Saturday and Sunday. Originally, 220 students were signed up for the trip but because of cancellations, only 176 will make the trip, according to ski trip com- missioners Annie Sawicki and Joe Hill.

The purpose of the week also helps sophomores through the “Sophomore slump” according to Sophomore Class President Cara Hageman. “I think sophomore year is a difficult one to get through. School is not new and exciting anymore, yet there is still a long road to graduation. I think sophomore year is a really special year that can still be enjoyed so we sponsor a week to give sophomores a break from the everyday routine, to see how special Mary’s can be.”

To show that sophomore year isn’t all hard work,” she said. The sopho- more class officers have had the idea for the “It’s Great To Be A Sopho- more Week” since beginning their terms. “The council, especially so- cial co-ordinates Tracy Brin- gham, Mary Sue Bourn, and Donna Page, have been working hard on the week’s activities for about two months.” Hageman said. “I think it is a great oppor- tunity. We have worked very hard to make it a great week for sophomores and we hope they take advantage of it.” Hageman added.

A week such as this has had never been planned for sophomores before, according to Hageman. “We hope to start a new tradition at Saint Mary’s for sophomores,” she added.

Student government announces elections

Student Government has announced the following important dates and meetings.

Monday, Jan. 24
* 7:00 p.m. — Mandatory meeting for SBP/SBVP candidates in Student Government offices. Official petitions will be passed out.
* 8:30 p.m. — Mandatory meeting for Student Government officers. Official petitions will be passed out.

Friday, Feb. 7
* 7:00 p.m. — Petitions due in Ombudsman office for SBP/SBVP and Student Senate.

Monday, Jan. 31
* 12:01 a.m. — Campaigning begins.

Tuesday, Feb. 8
* All day — Elections

Wednesday, Feb. 9
* All day — Run off elections (if necessary)
Man hijacks jetliner over Pacific Northwest

PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A man claiming to have a bomb and saying he wanted to go to Afghanistan hijacked a Northwest Airlines jetliner carrying 41 people from Seattle to Portland yesterday, authorities said.

The Boeing 727 landed at Portland International Airport on schedule at 2 p.m. PST and was detained near an "isolation trailer" close to the airport fire department while the FBI negotiated.

No injuries were reported to any of the 55 passengers or six crew members aboard Flight 608.

FBI negotiators were talking with the crew by radio, said Susan Whitfield, Portland airport spokeswoman.

FBI negotiator Darwin Schreuder was at the scene, she said, and a bomb squad was on the scene.

Federal Aviation Administration spokesman Dennis Jefleman in Washington said the pilot reported as the plane was north of Portland that there was a "hijacker aboard claiming to have a bomb."

Ms. Whitfield said the hijacker was a man and had no accomplices. She said he was wanted to go to Afghanistan but the Boeing 727 does not have enough range to get there.

Brent Bankfield, vice president for communications of Northwest Airlines, said in Minneapolis that the airline and law enforcement agencies "have marshaled every possible resource to ensure the safety of the passengers and the crew and to bring about the successful termination of this incident."

Harrell Beshears, an airport spokesman, said other operations continued normally.

One of the most famous hijackings in history also involved a Northwest jet that was flying from Seattle. On Thanksgiving Eve 1971, a man identified as D.B. Cooper parachuted out of an airliner taking with him $200,000 he had extorted from the airline.

Cooper has not been seen since but $9,800 in soggy $20 bills was found by a box on the shore of the Columbia River near Portland in February 1980.

The most recent domestic hijacking attempt came on the night of Dec. 30, when an unexplained pilot, threatening to detonate a bomb, tried to take over a United Airlines flight carrying 6 passengers from Seattle to Portland.

Michael James Wolf, 30, of Colorado Springs, Colo., who said he wanted to be flown to Washington, was persuaded to surrender peacefully. He was not carrying any explosives.

Hijackings, which plagued the nation's airlines during the 1970s, declined drastically after September 1980, when Cuban President Fidel Castro vowed to punish air pirates who hijacked planes to his island nation.

The Cuban government said it would either return hijackers to the United States for prosecution, or punish them in Cuba.

Economists expect low inflation

WASHINGTON (AP) — Inflation, slowed by the recession, likely ran around 4.5 percent last year to turn in its best performance in a decade, economists say.

"It was a very good year on inflation," Allen Sinai, senior economist at the Lexington, Mass., consulting firm of Data Resources Inc., said in advance of today's release of the final 1982 price tally.

Small and other private economists were expecting the increase in the Labor Department's Consumer Price Index to be well under the 8.0 percent in 1981 and the 12.4 percent in 1980.

In December alone, economists were looking for consumer prices to hold steady or, at the most, climb a tiny 0.1 percent to 0.2 percent, after seasonal adjustments. They even said there was a chance of a slight dip in those costs, which, if so, would be the second time in a year they actually fell.

Consumer prices rose 0.1 percent in November and 0.5 percent in Oc­tober.

In addition to the recession, the improved inflation results have been attributed to plentiful harvests and the worldwide oil surplus which has led to softer gasoline and home heating oil prices.

Another major inflation measure, the Producer Price Index for finished goods, also recorded its best performance in 1982 since the early 1970s.

The department reported last week that the index climbed 8.3 per­cent last year, the smallest rise since 1971 and less than half the gain of 1981.
**Social Security reform**

Commission offers new plan

WASHINGTON (The Observer) — The National Commission on Social Security Reform sent President Reagan yesterday its $1.68 billion blueprint for pulling the system back from the brink of a financial crisis that threatens to delay retirees’ checks this summer.

A majority also recommended gradually raising the retirement age from 65 to 66. If Congress approves, everyone born since 1938 would be affected.

The change would be phased in one month a year so that those born in 1945 or later would have to wait until age 66 to draw full Social Security benefits. The retirement age eventually also would go up automatically with any gains in life expectancy.

That was not part of the compromise rescue plan that President Reagan and House Speaker Thomas P. O’Neill endorsed Saturday night after the pact was approved by 12 of the commission’s 15 members.

The centerpiece of the plan is a six-month delay in this July’s cost-of-living increase for Social Security’s 56 million beneficiaries, higher payroll taxes in 1984, 1986 and 1989 for employers and employees, a permanently higher payroll tax on the self-employed starting in 1984, creation of onehalf of 1 percent of benefit for middle- and upper-income retirees, and bringing all federal workers and non-profit groups into the system next year.

The payroll tax would jump from the current 6.7 percent to 7 percent on Jan. 1. For 1984 only, workers would get a tax credit against their income taxes to cushion them from having to pay more in Social Security taxes.

The commission also endorsed boosting the 9.5 percent levy on the self-employed to 12.2 percent next year while allowing them to deduct half of the old age and disability tax — not the Medicare portion — as a business expense.

The rescue plan also includes a so-called “second-tier” proposal for cost-of-living increases in 1988 and beyond if the trust fund falls below a 20 percent reserve level.

The package would not only solve Social Security’s crisis in the 1980s, but it would ensure that the integrity of the system’s long-range $3.6 trillion deficit over the next 75 years.

**The Black Cultural Arts Festival**

FASHION SHOW COMMITTEE PRESENTS

“A MASTERPIECE”

a student fashion show

Seeking all students interested in being a MODEL, ENCE, OR STAGE WORK.

Pick up information in the
Black Studies Office, 345, O’Shag.
(More information call)
Greg 233.7328 or
Regina 283-4634

**SINGERS, GUITARISTS, AND OTHER INSTRUMENTALISTS**

Sacred Heart Parish Needs You!

Please call the Parish Office (239-7511) or Mollie Bernard (255-7139)

Notre Dame Student Union Presents

Spring Break at Daytona Beach

MARCH 11 - 20, 1983

$16 PER PERSON

Trip Includes

- Transportation all roundtrip by Bus from South Bend (Daytona Beach Roundtrip)
- Three nights at the Days Inn or Quality Inn in Daytona Beach
- Three days of Sun, Fun, and Surf
- A special night at the Daytona Beach Boardwalk
- A trip to Disney World

**The Center for Social Concerns**

announces an OPEN HOUSE

NDU Students Faculty and Staff Invited

Friday, January 21, 1983 3:30 - 5:30 pm
Opportunity Week opens Sunday

By MARGARET FOSMOE
Saint Mary’s Executive Editor

A playwright, a diplomat-turned-author, an English professor, a doctor and a syndicated newspaper columnist visiting Saint Mary’s next week all have something in common: They are all women.

Presentations by five professional women will highlight Saint Mary’s sixth annual Women’s Opportunity Week, opening Sunday at the College.

Women’s Opportunity Week (WOW) is a week dedicated to “commemorating the lives of women and their beliefs,” according to Erin Flood, coordinator of next week’s activities.

Karma Ibsen-Riley, a playwright and actress, will present her critically acclaimed three-act play, "Nine Women" Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Little Theatre of Moreau Hall.

The drama features a series of monologues, three in each act, of nine different women who Ibsen-Riley has befriended during her life. An unique aspect of the play is the on-stage makeup and makeup changes. Nine Women is directed by Gary Amble.

The play was first presented in Champaign, Ill., and Ibsen-Riley has since staged it throughout the Midwest.

Ibsen-Riley received a bachelor’s and master’s degree in theater from the University of Nebraska. She currently lives in Carbondale, Ill., and Ibsen-Riley has written an award-winning children’s play, "A Scoop of Chicken on Turtle Soup Cone.

Loisie Kennedy, who served as spokesperson for the families of the hostages held in Iran, will be WOW’s featured speaker on Monday. Kennedy will speak on “Risk Taking: Choice, Chance and Challenge” at 8 p.m. in Carroll Hall.

Kennedy, who attended Sarah Lawrence College and served as a spokesperson for the Family Liaison Action Group in Washington, D.C., while her husband was held hostage, quited the State Department and currently is involved with the building project of St. John’s College in Washington.

Kennedy has also been a consultant to the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare and traveled extensively throughout the world giving motivational speeches to corporate groups and universities.

Kennedy will also give a presentation with her husband, Dr. George Kennedy, Jr., former assistant economic counselor at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, at Notre Dame on Tuesday.

The couple will speak at 8 p.m. in the Library Auditorium. That presentation is sponsored by the Notre Dame Student Union.

On Tuesday Mary Harris-Veeder, a 1964 graduate of Saint Mary’s and currently an associate professor of English at Indiana University Northwest, will discuss “Working Out and Working In Advice Across the Ages.” The presentation will be at 7 p.m. in Stapleton Lounge in LeMars.

Veeder received her master’s and Ph.D. degrees from the University of California Berkeley. Her published works include Nagation and Apocalypse: Style and Vision in the Art of Brianr and Women and Men: Adventures in Search of OurSELVe.

Another alumna, Dr. Kathryn Mettler, will be the WOW speaker on Wednesday. She will discuss “Women in Medicine in the 1980s” at 8 p.m. in Carroll Hall.

Mettler, a 1965 graduate of Saint Mary’s, worked in cancer research at Abbott Laboratories and taught religious education. She entered medical school in 1977 at Emory University and currently is in residency in radiology at Emory University affiliated hospitals. She plans to begin practicing internal medicine in July.

The WOW speaker series will conclude on Thursday with a speech by nationally-syndicated newspaper columnist Niki Scott. Scott will speak on “Working Women” at 7 p.m. in Carroll Hall. Her column, “Working Women,” appears in over 150 newspapers in the United States and offers advice and suggestions to working women and their families.

WOW was initiated in 1976 by three students at the College, according to Flood. It was originated because the students felt Saint Mary’s, as a leading women’s institution, should have a celebration of women’s role in society.

Flood said that the College tries to add something to WOW each year. “The speakers used to be mainly professors on campus. Each year we try to do something different.”

This year, a “Women’s Fair” will take place on Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. in the LeMars Lobby. The Fair will include booths and displays from the League of Women Voters, the Saint Mary’s Alumnae Association, the local chapter of the National Organization for Women and other organizations.

The groups will be soliciting for membership and funding out information about their organizations.

Also featuring at the “Women’s Fair” several years ago, but next weeks will be much larger, according to Flood.

Many prestigious women have visited Saint Mary’s during past Women’s Opportunity Weeks.

Last year Jane Trehar, columnist, author and president of a Chicago advertising firm spoke.

In 1980, Pulitzer Prize winner Gwendolyn Brooks made a presentation.

Betti Feiman, author and founder of the National Organization for Women, spoke in 1979. WOW is sponsored by Saint Mary’s Student Government.

All performances and lectures during the series are free and open to the public.
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WOW announces schedule

Karma Ibsen-Riley – Actress-
Author, Monday, 8 p.m., Little Theater

Louisa Kennedy – Lecturer-
Author, Monday, 8 p.m., Carroll Hall

Mary Harris-Veeder – English-
Professor, Tuesday, 7 p.m., Stapleton Lounge, LeMars Hall

Kathryn Mettler – Physician, Wednesdays, 8 p.m., Carroll Hall

Niki Scott – Newspaper columnist, Thursdays, 7 p.m., Carroll Hall

Women’s Fair – Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., LeMars Lobby

Enjoy helping others? Do you like to be with children?

WOW announces schedule

Karma Ibsen-Riley – Actress-
Author, Monday, 8 p.m., Little Theater

Louisa Kennedy – Lecturer-
Author, Monday, 8 p.m., Carroll Hall

Mary Harris-Veeder – English-
Professor, Tuesday, 7 p.m., Stapleton Lounge, LeMars Hall

Kathryn Mettler – Physician, Wednesdays, 8 p.m., Carroll Hall

Niki Scott – Newspaper columnist, Thursdays, 7 p.m., Carroll Hall

Women’s Fair – Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., LeMars Lobby

Volunteer for the new Pediatrics Visitation Program at St. Joseph Medical Center

call Eric 3242 by Jan. 29

IRS TAX TIPS On Accuracy

When filing your tax return you can help yourself to a faster refund and save time and effort by:

- Attaching your W-2s from all your employers
- Attaching all supporting documents and schedules
- Using the pre-addressed label and coded envelope (and if you pay a preparer have him or her use your label and envelope)
- Checking your math
- Signing the return (you and your spouse must both sign if married and filing jointly)

A public service message from the Internal Revenue Service

Weekend Entertainment and Dancing

1636 N. Ironwood just east of campus
Mon-Sat 11am-1am
Sun 4pm-12:30am

Live Entertainment and Dancing

1162 N. Ironwood
Ph. 277-6156
6566
Deliveries Available
To ND & SMC

BEER AND WINE
Available on Sundays too!

Francesco is a former chef of the Holy Cross Fathers for over 21 years

Francesco’s Italian Dining
Original Southern Italian Home Cooking
Everything is a ‘homemade’

Specializing in:
- Spaghetti a la Carbonara
- Melanzana-stuffed egg plant
- Bracioli alla Calabrese-stuffed beef roll
- A variety of pasta and sandwiches

Ph. 277-6156
Mon-Sat 11am-1am
Sun 4pm-12:30am

Carroll Hall at 8 p.m. on Monday.
For information concerning other speakers in the WOW series see accompanying story. (Photo by Royce Carlton, Marcon.)
The lawyer for Vigliato, 55, has told the court that the defendant married more than 100 women in 10 states and nine foreign countries. He is on trial in Maricopa County Superior Court for his Nov. 16, 1981, marriage to Patricia Ann Gardner, 12, who has testified she was 16 when she married Vigliato two years after their marriage with nearly $49,000 in cash and property belonging to her. Mrs. Bacarella, who has three children, said that in Feb. 1986 when she agreed to marry Vigliato she had been separated from her husband for five years. She said, however, that there still has been no divorce.

Mrs. Bacarella said she had gone to Florida to dispose of surplus stock from her New Jersey clothing store and Vigliato spoke to her as she passed a stall in the flea market. That afternoon he came to her stall and later arrived at her hotel room and invited her to dinner. She refused, but they talked and ultimately went out for Chinese food, she testified.

She said Vigliato told her he had been married once - some 20 years earlier - for just one day and he had been alone ever since.

He impressed her by being so knowledgeable with Italian words that men "always" admired, she said.

She proposed the next day and she accepted a couple of days after that, she said.

Mrs. Bacarella said Vigliato joined her upon her return to New Jersey and she agreed to close her store and take her family with them in a home he said he owned in Hawaii. But she still had $40,000 of inventory after the closing sale, she said, and Vigliato kept pushing, telling her "we can't wait" and saying he would pay the pending bills.

"Trust me, honey. You're dealing with a man. I know what I'm doing. Let me handle it," she said he told her in proposing they load the stuff in a truck and take it to Tampa, Fla., for disposal.

A truck was rented in her name. She testified, and she wound up losing the possessions.

When they left New Jersey, Vigliato and Mrs. Bacarella were driving the truck and a friend of Vigliato's was in a van with her three children, she said. In South Carolina she said, Vigliato picked up another of Vigliato's young Florida friends and he described the pair as his "spiritual adoptive sons."

She said the young men took over the driving and were trying to get her and Vigliato in Sarasota. She said she fell in the van and never came back, leaving her stranded with their three children and the van and Vigliato had never come back. She said he had recovered the van in April.

When Clayton of Ray, Mich., ended her testimony Wednesday she said she married Vigliato on June 15, 1981, and after quitting her job as manager of a recreational camp and flea market in Montana.

---

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - A woman who agreed to marry alleged bigamist Giovanni Vigliato testified yesterday that he seemed to be "a moral man," but eventually took off with the remains of her store inventory.

"It seemed to me he was a moral man, a modeling sincere man more importantly, a gentleman," testified Joanne Bacarella, 45, of Manhattan.

But Vigliato, her van and a rented truck filled with $40,000 of merchandise vanished as she waited busily for him in Sarasota, Fla., she said.

"I realized that I had been victimized and my prince turned into a frog," she said.

Two women who did marry Vigliato have testified they also met him at flea markets and that he vanished with thousands of dollars worth of their goods shortly after their vows were exchanged.

WILL ALLEY
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HOLY CROSS

A Chance to Dance
Friday Jan 21 9:30 to 1:30
LaFortune Ballroom $1
D.J. & Refreshments in cooperation with Howard Hall

TUESDAY
RIDE THE FREE SKI BUS!
The SEISS VALLEY BUS will stop at THE NOTRE DAME STUDENT UNION every Tuesday at 5:00pm and Nerius Road at 6:00pm.
TUESDAY - A GREAT DAY TO SKI!
6:10pm
Two for One
Every FRIDAY and SATURDAY night
Two can ski for the Price of One!

 Clifford and Mail Today!
Father John Holly, CPM, and Capuchin 1820 Mt. Elliott Avenue, Detroit, MI 48207
Yes, send me information about the Capuchin way of life.
Name ____________________________ Age ______
College ____________________________ Address ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________________________ Zip _____

WISCONSIN

TODAY the FREE SKI PROGRAM will be offered to the students of the State University of New York at Buffalo. The program will be held at the ski area located in the town of Amherst. The program is open to all students who are members of the university ski club. The program will begin at 9:00am and end at 5:00pm. For more information call 631-3333.

The conditions at the ski area today are good, with a light snowfall overnight. The temperatures are around 20 degrees below zero, and the wind is coming from the north at 20 miles per hour. The views from the ski area are spectacular, with a beautiful view of the Adirondack Mountains.

The ski area is well-equipped with lifts and trails, and there are plenty of places to take a break and enjoy a hot drink or a snack. The staff is friendly and knowledgeable, and they are always willing to help anyone who needs assistance.

The skiing is good, with plenty of powder on the trails. The snow is well-groomed, and there are many options for skiers of all levels. The slopes are well-marked, and there are signs to help skiers stay on the right path.

The ski area is located in a beautiful natural setting, with trees and mountains all around. The air is fresh and clean, and there is a sense of peace and quiet that is hard to find in most busy ski areas.

This is a great day to ski, and we encourage everyone to come out and enjoy the beautiful weather and the delicious food. We hope to see you on the slopes!
Negotiators report ‘good progress’

KIRyat NMAMA, Israel (AP) — Israeli and Lebanese negotiators clashed today over Israel's demand to operate electronic spy stations on Lebanese territory but agreed on four new committees to discuss the withdrawal of foreign forces from Lebanon, U.S. and Israeli sources said.

A joint statement issued after the eighth round of talks reported "good progress" toward resolving the Lebanon crisis, and said experts would meet next week as small groups.

Conference sources said Israel expanded on its demand to build early warning stations in Lebanon, but the Lebanese negotiators rejected the idea as an infringement on Lebanon's sovereignty.

Chief U.S. delegate Morris Draper telephoned presidential envoy Philip C. Habib in Jerusalem to report on the talks, and Habib arranged to meet with Israeli Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir today.

Habib reportedly offered a compromise on the early warning stations in prior meetings with the Israelis whereby Americans would run the electronic listening posts, but the sources said that compromise was not proposed in the formal talks, and the U.S. delegation had not taken a position.

Shamir said Wednesday that the stations were vital for detecting a return of hostile Syrian or Palestinian forces to Lebanon, which Israel invaded in June to smash the Palestine Liberation Organization. Thousands of guerrillas were forced to evacuate Beirut in August but thousands more remain behind Syrian lines in eastern and northern Lebanon.

continued from page 7

The negotiations created new committees to discuss the withdrawal, the future relations between Israel and Lebanon, security arrangements in south Lebanon and possible guarantees of the final agreement, the joint communiqué said.

A separate committee was formed on Monday to formulate a declaration ending the 34-year state of war between Israel and Lebanon.

...Snow

Officials seek suspect seen at funeral

DETROIT (AP) — The FBI said yesterday it was seeking, for questioning, a New York man who allegedly was photographed outside a church at the funeral of one of the Chicago-area Tylenol poisoning victims.

"We do not want to leave any stones unturned," FBI special agent John Anthony said. "We only want to interview him to determine why he was there."

Anthony said a woman who lives in the Detroit area contacted officials last week after watching a Jan. 7 ABC News report on the unsolved killings in Chicago that were caused by cyanide-laced Extra-Strength Tylenol capsules.

She reviewed the news report Wednesday and gave officials a name and New York address for the man, Anthony said, adding that he did not know if the address was for New York City or elsewhere in the state.

Anthony said officials would not release the names of the woman or man.

He added he did not know how the woman knew the man, who was pictured in the ABC report as a "fugitive." Anthony did not want to interview him because he did not know if the address was for New York City or elsewhere in the state.

Anthony said officials would not release the names of the woman or man.

He added he did not know how the woman knew the man, who was pictured in the ABC report as a "fugitive." Anthony did not want to interview him because he did not know if the address was for New York City or elsewhere in the state.

Anthony said officials would not release the names of the woman or man.

He added he did not know how the woman knew the man, who was pictured in the ABC report as a "fugitive." Anthony did not want to interview him because he did not know if the address was for New York City or elsewhere in the state.
The changing role of women in the world

Author's Note. In the following editorial I will use general trends to paint a picture of the changes in society's structure as it pertains to the increasing presence of women in the workplace. In using generalizations, I leave myself open for the exceptions to what I am stating. I acknowledge these exceptions, but I want to examine the general trends, not specific cases.

Randy Fahs
Friday Analysis

With a few notable exceptions, men have been the dominant forces in our world's societies for the seventy thousand years of human existence, an anthropological estimate. Due to changes in society's structure, the rising number of women who are heads of households, and the increasing ability of women to break into the workplace, society has radically changed the male-female relationship. Women have been moving more and more into more skilled and higher paying jobs. Where they were once relegated to the more mundane and domestic tasks in the workplace, they are now in direct competition for jobs which were once held by men only. The old ways have not been replaced totally; change in the upper echelon management positions are still held almost exclusively by men.

What this whole scenario adds up to is a high level of tension for the career-oriented woman. While one side of society by time and place has continued to adhere to traditions of her role as a wife, mother, and homemaker. But, her ambitions and goals as a person are drawing her into a world with greater career opportunities than ever before. Even though the workplace is open up, she still has to deal with the fact that it is not willing to accept her as a top level executive. One need only bring up the case of Mary Cunningham, who rose to the job of corporate vice president at Bendix so rapidly that other high level male executives became nervous enough that they forced her to resign on unsubstantiated charges of improprieties.

Women aren't the only ones who have to deal with this changing world. Men find themselves in a struggle with these ambitious women for an ever shrinking piece of the pie. It is a terrible blow to the egos of most men who enjoyed their dominant roles as bread winners. An economic boom would lessen the tensions between men and women in the workplace because there would be more for everyone to share. Unfortunately, times are very bad and women are battling men for the same job pay, but as much right as the other because they both are concerned with supporting themselves and their dependents. "Living on the money of the already bruised male ego is the fact that in some jobs women are more likely to be hired than men. This is due to the fact that many companies are trying increasingly to add women to their group of workers to avoid negative public opinion and charges of sexual discrimination. This whole situation leads to an extremely cutthroat workplace. Clearly, the roles of men and women are undergoing changes; neither one wants to be left behind the other. This idea is a good one because neither one belongs behind the other.

60 Minutes: 'creating' news

It was 1958, and CBS was, as it remains today, the most respected name in broadcast news. And CBS was its crown prince. "Isn't it remotely possible?" Wallace asked. "The officer, obviously uncomfortable, started to disagree. Wallace didn't answer. So Wallace painted an ugly picture by the flimsiest means. Guilt by association. Speculation. Conviction by conjecture. Perhaps the real problem was addressed by Murrow at that same convention. He spoke then of radio, but it applies as readily to television today. "In order to progress, radio need only go back," he said, "to a time when songs and news were not allowed on news reports, when there was no middle commer, news was radio rather was said, proud, alert and fast."
Christo is here. Similar to one o'clock, The Sistine Museum of Art proudly opens its doors for the Christo exhibition. Christo's rawness is internationally recognized for his dramatic wrappings of objects, contextual cliffs, buildings, and other structures, and even for enclosing huge volumes of air. His work relates to many antecedents, as distant in time as ancient Egypt and yet as current as contemporary packaging. This exhibition, organized by the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art, is on permanent display.

Tim Boyle

Fine arts

loan to that museum from the Rothschild Bank in Zurich. In the first comprehensive survey of Christo's work ever assembled.

Beauty to Christo is not something he sets out to create, but rather, the formation accompanies a part of a project carried to completion. His art focuses on the processes of work, and communication rather than on concerns of quality and form.

Christo socializes the production of art. He requires the collaboration of others in the production of the environmental work, relying most of all on his wife and business manager, Jeanne-Claude. Christo's immediate crew of about one half dozen, includes a crew of photographers, the Christo people, and others who are not only documentation, but also participants in the production of art itself.

The artist pride having never solicited government funds, although he comes from a society where the state supports artists and the arts (Bulgaria). Each project generates its resources through the sale of drawings, models and collages to scholars, collectors and museums. The money earned is spent on location and benefits the economies of the area where a project is staged. Christo projects the image of a latter day Robin Hood as he takes from the rich (collectors of his drawings and collages) and gives to the poor (any few who happened on the scene of his curtail wrap on harnesses). Christo manages to blend the ideology of the West and East through his capricious business and socialistic production of art.

The appreciation of Christo's transformations of the contrary and natural environments is social as well. Their production, location and scale excite us from intimate contemplation and silent reverence. They are public events, celebrations of the romantic sublime. Christo creates visual experiences that alter our perceptions of the world. These insights may remain ambiguous as we are not always able to fully conceptualize and convey their meaning yet we know that we have experienced something special.

Christo's projects do not overwhelm the landscape but rather work with it and enhance the viewers' awareness of its character. His 1976 project, "Running Fence," is a good example of this. The fence, made of white fabric, which licks like the sails of boats on San Francisco Bay, ran through miles of California fields until it vanished into the Pacific. The surprise and continuous change in the scenery behind the hills and the openness in front of the project is so striking that the whole environment seems to change. It was more than a visual spectacle--the "Running Fence" involved all the senses.

We, at The Sistine Museum of Art, are excited to open the doors to the Christo exhibition would be a worthwhile and fun experience. That we initially invite everyone to a public opening and reception for the Christo exhibition on Sunday, January 26, from 1-4 p.m. The collection of Christo's works consists of seventy-five objects, drawings, and models, spanning the period of 1961-1980. There will also be films of on two of Christo's completed works, "Valley Curtain" (14:15 p.m.) and "Running Fence" (1:45 p.m.) on Sunday. As a finale, at 1:30 p.m., Christo will give a lecture on "Five Works on Process."
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The Irish women swimmers beat Valparaiso, 84-56, Wednesday night at Valpo. Triplets winners were Valerie, Lee Ann, and Karen Cochichio, Karen Kowalski and Gina Gaumbe. Notre Dame raised its record to 5-2 and will compete against Bowling Green this afternoon at 4, at the Rec. — The Observer

Brother Joseph Bruno’s Notre Dame wrestlers, 13-15 in meets this season, will compete this weekend in Siena Heights Invitational in Siena Heights, Mich. — The Observer

Notre Dame’s home indoor track season gets underway this weekend as the Irish host the Hawkeyes of Iowa. The Irish will be attempting to avenge a 69-62 loss suffered at Iowa City last season, and to even the all time series between the schools at two meets each. The mile will be the first event run under the ACC’s North Dome. Starting gun will go off at 12:50. — The Observer

“I won, so that’s the main thing,” John McEnroe said after disposing of Joe Luis Clerc of Argentina, 6-3, 6-4, in the quarterfinals of the $400,000 Masters tennis tournament last night at Madison Square Garden. The victory over Clerc sends McEnroe against the other half of the Argentine Davis Cup team, Guillermo Viegi, who stopped Andres Gomes of Ecuador, 7-5, 6-4. The two will meet in one of Saturday’s semifinals of this elite 12-man field, where the winner of Sunday’s final will collect $100,000. In Friday’s quarterfinals, third-seeded Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia will play Yannick Noah of France in the afternoon and top-seeded Jimmy Connors will meet John McEnroe at night. — AP

Class Coach Duggel Phelps was featured prominently in last night’s broadcast of CBS Reports, “The Basketball Machine.” The report, an expose on the sad state of academic recruitment in major college basketball, was narrated by CBS News correspondent Lem Tucker. Phelps was quoted at the outset and conclusion of the program. "It's the only way we can get the best. You've got to keep going. I can't look back to see who's there. I've got to shoot. Looking back to see who's there. I've got to shoot. "

The 1-1 men’s swim team will begin its second season against Bowling Green at the Busch Center tonight at 7:30. Tomorrow, they will travel to Big Rapids, Mich., to swim against Ferris State. — The Observer

Classifieds

NOTICES

OK-NO MORE CUTIE STUFF IF YOU NEED A H A N D C U T AND DON’T WANT TO PAY A L OT, CALL ME. I’M YOUR VERY OWN APPOINTMENT MAKER M 232-7487

DON’T PEG AIRE A STRIPPER HOME SHOPS THE RE-FOOD SALES GROLIER 232-8033 TO DA; INLY TO 232-5300 OR CALL 232-4799

FOUND: pet chicken, in a silver can on the top of Art Efficiency Building. Please contact George Callais at 232-5458 if you've got one. — MGH

FOR RENT

Student completely furnished, close to campus, won't hold. Inquire 26-1093. Please 232-3097 or 232-4797

FOR SALE

INCOMPLETE HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 BR, 2 BA, 800 SQ FT, 1 YEAR OLD, $39,900. CALL 232-1212.

LADIES' SUMMER COATS-ALL SIZE-5, $20.00-40.00 each. CALL 232-4797

WANTED

IT’S THE TIME to start thinking about $344 Student tickets are available now for the forthcoming Wabash-College basketball games. If you know of someone interested, call (216) 498-3600 EXT. 7000 to order tickets. — The Observer


FOR RENT

$600 a month, includes all utilities. 3 bedroom 2 bath house in the University area. Call after 4 PM. — MGH

FOR RENT

$550 a month, 2 BR, 1 BA, 500 SQ FT. 1 block from campus. All utilities included. 232-4797

FOR RENT

$600 a month, 2 BR, 1 BA, 450 SQ FT. 1 block from campus. All utilities included. 232-4797

WANTED

84 of all kinds within the county for immediate removal. Please call 308-2211 or send to: "NO ONE" 100.000 (delays payment) on your move. A local $14.

LOST: pet chicken, in a silver can on the top of Art Efficiency Building. Please contact George Callais at 232-5458 if you've got one. — MGH

FOR RENT


FOR RENT

CLAYTON DUGOUT RENTAL: 1 BR, 1 BA, 625 SQ FT, 1 block from campus. Suitable for $67.50/month plus your electric. Phone 272-7767 for more details. — MGH

WANTED

NEED A RENT 2-PERSONS FOR 7/6 GIRLS TO RENT $67.50/MONTH PLUS OWN ELECTRIC. PHONE 272-7767 FOR MORE DETAILS. — MGH

WANTED

FOR RENT

顶级家具出租: 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 1,000 SQ FT. 232-4797

FOR RENT

Student completely furnished, close to campus, won’t hold. Inquire 26-1093. Please 232-3097 or 232-4797

FOR RENT

INCOMPLETE HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 BR, 2 BA, 800 SQ FT, 1 YEAR OLD, $39,900. CALL 232-1212.

LADIES’ SUMMER COATS-ALL SIZE-5, $20.00-40.00 each. CALL 232-4797

WANTED

IT’S THE TIME to start thinking about $344 Student tickets are available now for the forthcoming Wabash-College basketball games. If you know of someone interested, call (216) 498-3600 EXT. 7000 to order tickets. — The Observer


FOR RENT

$600 a month, includes all utilities. 3 bedroom 2 bath house in the University area. Call after 4 PM. — MGH

FOR RENT

$550 a month, 2 BR, 1 BA, 500 SQ FT. 1 block from campus. All utilities included. 232-4797

FOR RENT

$600 a month, 2 BR, 1 BA, 450 SQ FT. 1 block from campus. All utilities included. 232-4797

WANTED

84 of all kinds within the county for immediate removal. Please call 308-2211 or send to: "NO ONE" 100.000 (delays payment) on your move. A local $14.

LOST: pet chicken, in a silver can on the top of Art Efficiency Building. Please contact George Callais at 232-5458 if you've got one. — MGH

FOR RENT


FOR RENT

CLAYTON DUGOUT RENTAL: 1 BR, 1 BA, 625 SQ FT, 1 block from campus. Suitable for $67.50/month plus your electric. Phone 272-7767 for more details. — MGH

WANTED

NEED A RENT 2-PERSONS FOR 7/6 GIRLS TO RENT $67.50/MONTH PLUS OWN ELECTRIC. PHONE 272-7767 FOR MORE DETAILS. — MGH

WANTED

DET/LOST/FOUND

FOUND: Cozy, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 900 sq ft. 3 blocks from campus. Rental $500 per month plus utilities and available for the December at 232-1449.

FOUND: Cozy, 2 bedroom, 2 bath, 900 sq ft. 3 blocks from campus. Rental $500 per month plus utilities and available for the December at 232-1449.

A four bedroom, one bath, off Campus. Rental $500 per month and utilities. 232-1449.

A four bedroom, one bath, off Campus. Rental $500 per month and utilities. 232-1449.

LOST: pet chicken, in a silver can on the top of Art Efficiency Building. Please contact George Callais at 232-5458 if you've got one. — MGH
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Belles to host Roundball Classic

By DAVE IRWIN

Playing its fourth game in seven days, Saint Mary's basketball team will be trying to mend the wounds inflicted on it Tuesday night by Manchester in time for this weekend's four-team Roundball Classic.

The Belles will host Lake Michigan Catholic tonight at 7. Purdue-Calumet tackles the University of Michigan (Dearborn) in the second game. The losers meet in the consolation game at 9 p.m. followed by the championship matchup.

The Belles were thrashed, 77-47, by Manchester. Teresa McGinnis was Saint Mary's leading scorer with 15 points. Elaine Swiss, who averages 20 points a contest, could muster just nine. Chip Ayotte paced the rebounders with nine. Betsy Ebert added eight.

Although the Belles' wounds have begun to heal from the pounding received from Manchester, they may reopen as tonight's opponent.

"They showed us how it is done," says Rouse. "That might make the difference." Manchester turned the tables on Saint Mary's, denting the Belles' mini-win streak of four victories out of their last five games. Saint Mary's fell behind 9-0 and never really threatened.

"They taught us how it is done," says Rouse. "They are definitely a better team than us," says Rouse. "That might make the difference."

Belles' center Missy Van Ort, who was the club's top rebounder and No. 2 scorer before sustaining a leg injury, returns after missing the last four games. Trisha Nolan is back in the lineup at forward after sitting out the last two contests.

"We are definitely a better team with Missy and Trish," says Rouse. However, Rouse cautions that Van Ort and Nolan may have problems with endurance. Van Ort hasn't played since December 10 and Nolan has played just once since that date.

With Van Ort and Nolan returning to the starting line up, Ayotte and Ebert return to the bench. Swiss, Cindy Short and Mary McQuillan round out the starting lineup.

Besides Lake Michigan Catholic's 10-2 record, Saint Mary's will take a 5.5 mark into tonight's contest. Purdue-Calumet is 7-4 and Michigan-Dearborn 7-7 after winning its last four games. Saint Mary's last to Dearborn, 63-61, on December 13.

"The difference is we'll have Missy and Trish," says Rouse. "That might make the difference." Manchster turned the tables on Saint Mary's, denting the Belles' mini-win streak of four victories out of their last five games. Saint Mary's fell behind 9-0 and never really threatened.

"They taught us how it is done," says Rouse. "This Brent Chapman (left) shot was turned away by the Miami (Ohio) goaltender, but the Irish were unable to score on the following shot."

Note: Notre Dame travels to Big Rapids, Mich., this weekend for a series with the Bulldogs of Ferris State. (Photo by Paul Ciparelli)
The Virginia Tech defense ranks up some abuse on Virginia's 4-9 Ralph Sampson in their 77-73 victory battle two nights ago in Richmond. UVA turned away the Hokies' equal bid 80-78. (AP Photo)

No. 1 UCLA beats Cal.; tops Pac Ten

KEELEY, Cal. (AP) — Forward Kenny Fields scored 19 points to lead top-ranked UCLA to a 66-63 victory over California in Pacific-10 basketball last night, extending the Bruins' winning streak to 22 years over the Bears.

UCLA beat Cal for the 37th straight time and improved its record this season to 12-1. The Bruins lead the conference with a 5-0 record.

UCLA guard Ralph Jackson scored a career-high 17 points. His previous high was 15, and he matched that in the first half when he made seven of eight field goal attempts. California, which got a game-high 22 points from center Michael Perkins, held a point lead three times in the final half but trailed the Bruins at halftime. The Bears stayed close in the second half and twice pulled within four points. With 6:55 remaining, UCLA led 56-55. But the Bruins outscored the Bears 10-2 over the next four minutes, with Jackson contributing two points on lob passes which were slammed through the baskets by teammates.

Cal dropped to 7-5 this season and is 2-2 on the Pac-10. Cal's last basketball victory over UCLA was on Feb. 26, 1961 by a 66-65 score in a game played at Berkeley.

Big Ten:

Iowa 68, Minnesota 62

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Iowa's Greg Stokes and Bobet Conover scored 36 points to lead the 11th ranked Hawkeyes to a 68-52 victory over 16th ranked Minnesota last night in Big Ten basketball. Iowa boosted its record to 2-0 conference and 5-1 in the Big Ten. Minnesota fell to 11-3 and 5-2.

The key to the Iowa attack was a pressing, tight defense that took away the Gophers' inside game. Without the aid of starting guard Marc Wilson, sidelined with a pulled hamstring, the Gophers couldn't get the ball to penetrate or generate any outside shooting. The Hawkeyes' Minnesota 7-foot-5 center Randy Breuer in 16 points, mostly due to the zone.

Iowa took control early in the first half. Minnesota scored first but never again retrieved a lead. The Hawkeyes then ran off 10 unanswerable points. Midway through the half, Iowa had a 19-6 lead.

The Gophers got their two straight points and Breuer got into the game, lifting Minnesota within two, 20-22, with seven minutes left. The Gophers' 36 percent shooting in the first half gave way in the half came back to haunt them again. The Hawkeyes outscored Minnesota 15-2 and built their lead to 35-22 at intermission.

The second half was an instant replay. The Hawkeyes outscored the Gophers 40 to 1, starting a 20-0 run and a 39-point lead. From that point on, the Hawkeyes were content to play even and maintain their 37-point margin. Minnesota remained unable to break through the tight Iowa zone defense.

L.U. 89, Mich St. 85

BOULINGTON, Ind. (AP) — Ted Kitchel scored a season-high 32 points and Randy Wittman added 22 as Michigan State added 66-63 tonight over Michigan State. A three-minute run in the second half, built a 10-point lead and withstood a second-half rally for an 88-85 Big Ten conference basketball victory.

Kitchel and Wittman each had a pair of three-point field goals in the first 10 minutes of the game as the Buckeyes took a quick 10-point lead. The Buckeyes widened it in 10 points before Sam Vincent and

DEK PERRY rattled the Buckeyes to within five points early in the final half.

A basket by Jim Thomas, two free throws by Steve Buschke, a short jumper by Wittman, and a pair of free throws by Kitchel added to Michigan State's lead to 78-63. With 5:09 left in the final half, the Buckeyes had a 44-41 margin after a 7-2 run.

Ohio State then outscored Michigan State, 44-32, in the final 12 minutes to take a 90-52 lead.
Irish sweep eastern elite

By DAVID A. STANG

"The elite of fencing," was how Notre Dame head fencing coach Mike DeCicco described his team's opponents against the Pac-10 this weekend. Playing six of the seven teams in the NCAA's Top Ten last year,

I starters against Penn included 6 of 9 "Now surprised," and Harvard, DeCicco commented, would lose to Penn and was the experience gained was the team's many young fencers. "I too.

Notre Dame's surprising success was not going to happen to the freshmen, we was the experience gained to the top due to the amount of help the squad had before the season started has been seriously tested. DeCicco believes the incoming coach. Following Dejong is individual fencers. Compared to other sports, the fencing coaching potential to he a he he

"coaching is inadequate without a coach. He says, it; coaches are merely excess by standout senior Marc Dejong, Mike Vanderbennig great, but right now, we are to the top due to the amount of help

As far as improvement is concerncd, "there's simply no downgrading in this team has no where to go except to the top due to the amount of help and advice that is available to all the individual fencers. Compared to other sports, the fencing coaching staff has a unique philosophy. DeCicco believes that all sports and especially fencing can function adequately without a coach. He says, "coaching is trivial, I firmly believe it; coaches are merely excess baggage."

The fencers on the foil squad are led by standout senior Marc Dejong, Who provides the team with leadership and experience. "Marc is off to a spectacular start," exclaimed his coach. Following Dejong is freshman Mike Van der Velden, who can "fence better than he has. He has the potential to be a great one, because he has great legs (quickness)," said DeCicco. At the number three foil spot is junior Chris Grady who, "came through against Columbia in the key bout of the tournament.

Sophomore Mike Janis has "assumed the leadership" on the saber squad after being the team MVP last season. Junior Joel Tietz also has been giving his opponents all they can handle. Freshman John Edwards of St. Louis comes from a family full of fencing tradition. He is described as "an excellent sabre man." By his coach. Another pleasant surprise is freshman Don Johnson who "is sometimes erratic, but is an excellent prospect for this year, and for the next few years."

Coach DeCicco believes the epee squad in "all fencing well. He described senior Rich Daly as "good, tough" and said Ola Harestrom "is fencing well." Sophomore Andy Quaroni "has confidence in himself, has a lot of energy," and Michael Gustagian who was able to stop while on the trip is "fencing exceptionally well."

The somewhat surprising new star on the team is freshman Ian Tivenius from Sweden who is the only undefeated fencer in the starting lineup with a 16-0 record. With freshmen like Tivenius, this team can only improve.

The almost unknown Irish women's fencing team has been most as much of a surprise this year than any other time. This team, only its twelfth year is further along at this stage than the men were," explained Coach DeCicco. This year the Irish women have surprised many top teams such as North Carolina, and MIT, with a close loss to a strong Penn team. Leading the women is last year's honorable men

All-American, senior Susan Val­derson. Valderson's excellent play prompted her coach to comment, "Susan is fencing better than ever at Notre Dame." However, Valderson is feeling the pressure of Charlotte Al­bertson, a freshman from Sweden. This one-two punch in the foil is the "greatest thing a coach can have," according to DeCicco. The similar skill levels maintained by these two women force them to "fill" their fencing ability to the fullest in order to maintain their positions on the team. Behind Valderson and Albertson come the excellent fencers. Mary Schultz, Sharon DeNicola and Janet Sullivan who "is coming along."

The next opponent for the Notre Dame fencing teams is the defending national champs from Wayne State University, who will engage the Irish today at Wayne State. On Saturday the Irish will face Northwestern and Michigan State, also at Wayne State.

continued from page 20

I still think I would've played," said she. "I might have started later."

"I play for myself because I love the game. My father never forced me to continue this, he says."

Marks were able to help out, though.

Mr. Ebben's alma mater, Detroit, will be the first of two tune-up opp­onents for the Irish women this weekend before they take off on a grueling West Coast swing.

The Titans and Irish will tip off at 7:30 tonight. Rounding out the weekend will be a Sunday matinee game. The Titans, 4-10 this season and reeling from a coaching change that took the team by surprise last month. Tom Mooney, the interim head coach, is suffering for a lack of depth on his squad. "They're a young team just looking for a combination," said Irish assistant coach Patrick Knupp.

Detroit's leading scorer is sophomore guard Regina Pierce, the only returning starter from last year's 20-7 team edition. Pierce is contribut­ing 16 points per game, and 5-0 freshman point guard Pat Nealy is next with eight.

Challenging Mary Beth Scheurhendel. Notre Dame's dominating reboun­der, will be six foot sophomore cen­ter Nancy Gumbert, who is pulling down eight caroms an outing. "They've been a hard-luck team," warns DiStanislao. "They're volatile, because they do possess talent. It's not impossible that they could catch us by surprise.

Illinois-Chicago, 2-12, has been handicapped by an injury to junior center Andrea Wright, who was to be the Flames key. In the absence of Wright, 5-8 freshman guard Phyllis Curry and 5-11 freshman forward Tracey Manual have been scoring a combined total of 25 points a game. While the Irish women are facing a pair of opponents whose combined record is 6-2, the import­ance of this weekend is not lost on DiStanislao.

"The freshmen) only have 14 games under their belts," points out DiStanislao. "And sophomores are our veterans. In these games, we worry about us more than the opp­onents. We find out a lot about ourselves (in these games)." "We just have to play sound games to win this weekend. We can't watch the ball fly around the court games and expect to win."
Going home

Sluby grows as player, person

By LOUIE SOMOGYI
Sports Writer

It was two years ago this week at College Park, Md., that a young freshman for Notre Dame achieved perhaps the high-water mark of his collegiate basketball career.

Standing on the same floor of such seasoned superstars as Kelly Tripucka, Orlando Woolridge and Tracy Jackson of the Irish, and Buck Williams, Albert King and Ernest Graham of the Terps, the game at its climax resided on the broad and powerful shoulders of a freshman native of Maryland who went wayward to Notre Dame.

With 3.5 seconds left and a national television audience along with a packed Cole Field House expecting the freshman to succumb to the pressure, he sank the two free throws to ensure Notre Dame’s 75-70 victory.

He didn’t play too much that year because of the presence of the outstanding seniors, but the awesome potential of the 6-4 200-pound specimen who Irish basketball fans appetite enough to believe that he was to be the next of the All-Americans for Notre Dame from the Washington D.C. assembly line which had already supplied Notre Dame with six of the top 11 scorers in its history. Besides the all-time leading scorer in Irish history in Austin Carr, the list includes Bob Whitmore, Ron “Duck” Williams, Collis Jones and Jackson.

And oh yes, that number two scorer in Notre Dame history, Adrian Danley.

“Contrary to popular belief, Adrian Danley has not re-enrolled at Notre Dame,” reported The Observer about Tom Sluby’s excellent early season performances in which everything from his play to his style of walk emulated the NBA’s premier small forward.

The comparison’s weren’t far fetched. Besides his magnificent upper body build, he was the player of the year in Washington D.C. (one of the Meccas of America for pro talent), was selected to McDonald’s prestigious 25-man All-America team, possessed a smooth outside touch to complement his inside power game, and had a leaping ability which enabled him to touch the rim of a basket with his elbows.

“Tom Sluby, shown here pulling down a rebound to last week’s Marquette, is looking to regain his form of two years ago when Notre Dame beat Maryland in its last trip to College Park. Sluby is coming off an impressive effort against Bucknell, and Louie Somogyi profiles the junior forward as he returns to his home territory of the Capital area. (Photo by Rachel Blount)"
... Icers
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Sporting two goals and 17
assists giving him a team high 31
points. Yet underneath, there is much
more involved in the weekend series
than the offense and defense of the
two teams. The predicament the
Notre Dame hockey team is in will
have a large effect on how the teams
play.

Just what kind of effect is the ques-
tion.

I was proud of the way the kids
reacted last weekend against Miami," commented Smith. "They showed a lot of pride and dignity. Their manner carried them."

According to junior Adam Par
now, the situation might give the
Irish some strong motivation.

"I don't see how it could be
detrimental," Parsons said. "Everyone is going out there to
prove something."

Defensive Mark Renting hopes
Parsons is right.

"Everyone is a little down in the
dumps right now," Renting said.
"But last Saturday we reacted real
positively, and that's what we have
to keep doing.

Smith had observed the players
depending on our luck this week and
he is rather pleased with what he sees.
"I've watched a lot of hard work
lately," said Smith. "I hope that the
positive attitude prevails."

All eyes will focus on the Irish this
weekend to see if reality of the
problems with the hockey program
will have an effect in this weekend's
series against Penn State.

The next chance for home fans to
got a look at the Notre Dame hockey
team will be on Saturday, Jan. 29
when the Irish meet the Broncos of
Western Michigan.

LEAVE THE
ENTERTAINMENT
TO US!

Omega Productions, Inc.
is now opening their
Mobile Music Division.
We can provide any type
of music for any type of
event. Parties are our
specialty. Custom music
programming is available.
Call 684-8100 or ask
Susan or Bead for details.

AURELIO'S

NEW HOURS

WE ARE NOW OPEN FOR
LUNCH MON.-THRU FRI.
MON-THURS 11 A.M.-10 P.M.
FRI 11 A.M.-12 MIDDNIGHT
SAT 4 P.M.-12 MIDDNIGHT
CLOSED SUNDAY

SOFT
DRINKS
BEER & WINE

FREE SALAD WITH ANY PIZZA,
PASTA OR SANDWICH
LUNCH HOUR ORDER
(Dining room only)

1705 S. BEND AVE. (23rd at edison)
277-4950
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ENGINEERING
TAKES ON EXCITING
NEW DIMENSIONS
IN THE
AIR FORCE.

Astronautical, civil,
electrical, mechanical and
nuclear. Hundreds of diverse
specialties are included in a wide
variety of work settings. For
example, an electrical engineer
may work in aircraft design,
space systems, power production,
communications or research.
A mechanical engineer might be
involved in aircraft structure
design, space vehicle launch pad
construction, or research.

PROJECT RESPONSIBILITY
COMES EARLY
IN THE AIR FORCE

Most Air Force engineers
have complete project
responsibility early in their
careers. For example, a first
lieutenant directed work on a
new airborne electronic system
to pinpoint radiating targets.

OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE NEW
USAF SPACE COMMAND

Recently, the Air Force
formed a new Space Command.
Its role is to pull together space
operations and research and
development efforts, focusing on
the unique technological needs of
space systems. This can be your
opportunity to join the team that
develops superior space systems
as the Air Force moves into the
twenty-first century.

To learn more about how you
can be part of the team, see your
Air Force recruiter or call our
Engineer Hotline toll free
1-800-531-5826 (in Texas call
1-800-292-5366). There's no
obligation.

AIM HIGH
AIR FORCE
All-star games

Seniors see post-season play

By STEVE LABATE
Sports Writer

Notre Dame's 1982 football season culminated a bit of the new - music and Polkini, for example - with a bit of the old, like an upset over the nation's No. 1 team (Pittsburgh), and a controversial loss to Southern California.

Among the familiar aspects were some inspired performances by a number of seniors. Although their final game in a Notre Dame uniform was not a bowl game, seven members of the graduating class received partial compensation by being invited to various all-star bowl games across the country.

Appearing in the Hula Bowl in Honolulu were safety Dave Duerson, right end Tony Hunter, and guard Tom Thayer. Playing in the East-West Shrine Game at Stanford University in California was AP third team all-America linebacker Mark Zavagnin.

Halfway around the world, tailback Phil Carter and offensive end Kevin Griffl is will be playing in tomorrow's Japan Bowl. Finally, below the Mason-Dixon Line, in

Jimmy rowell, fullback Larry Mioritay will appear in the Senior Bowl.

All of these bowls are a haven for professional scouts from the NFL, CFL, and USFL, as they shop for talent for their respective leagues. Duerson, Hunter, and Thayer all felt that they impressed the scouts with excellent practices and games to match.

Hunter, who may have been the best Irish athlete this season, was particularly impressive as he teamed up with Minnesota quarterback Mike Hulcher for a touchdown in the East's victory over the West.

"We sat the night before at the banquet that we would score on the play," commented Hunter. "The two outside receivers did street patterns and I went up the middle. The safety had to take either the outside or myself. He went after Anthony Carter.

Thayer impressed the scouts with his versatility as he hopped around from center to guard to defensive tackle, and he even saw action on special teams. Thayer remarked, "I think I showed that I can compete with the other fine players in the country."

On defense, Dave Duerson had a fine performance at cornerback. The Notre Dame co-captain provided the East team with the big defensive play of the game when from the East two yard line, he drilled the West quarterback on a rated reverse causing him to fumble.

Playing on the corner for the first time all season, Duerson believes that where the pro teams will try him at. "With the pros going more towards a passing game, they need more good players on the corner. I have the speed of a corner, but the size of a safety."

Meanwhile in the East's 26-25 victory over the West in the East-West Shrine Bowl, Mark Zavagnin picked up where he left off at USC. He lead the East in tackles while playing an inside linebacker spot on a 3-4 defense. But it was playing against John Elway, Stanford's sensational signal caller, that gave Mark his biggest thrill.

"Playing against Elway was one of the highlights of my career," said Zavagnin. "He's the best I've ever played against."

Zavagnin was not the only one to offer praise for a fellow player. Duerson was extremely impressed with Penn State's Curt Warner both as a person and as a player. "Tom Yer 

and Tony Hunter both agreed that Anthony Carter is in a class by himself and he is headed for great career in the NFL," said Hunter. "There's no question about his talents. He's one of the best I've ever seen."

It will be some time before these four Notre Dame seniors suit up for another game, but when they do, it probably should be for an NFL team. The Chicago Bears seemed very interested in Tom Yer, San Diego, St. Louis, and Atlanta were just a few of the many team's that talked to Mark Zavagnin.

The tough road to the NFL begins next month when mini-camps in Tampa, Detroit, and Seattle will acquaint the nation's best talent with coaches and scouts from all 28 NFL teams. The players will go through interviews, physicals, strength tests, and will be seen in the 40 yard dash. If the NFL teams like what they see, they're most likely invite the players individually to their camps and test them some before the draft.

At this point the USFL does not seem as likely to any of the four men. With three and a half years of school completed, it would take the "right" money to get any of the four to leave before graduation. Although Thayer's agent, Robert Bennett, is still negotiating with the Chicago Blitz, Zavagnin, Hunter, and Duerson are pretty certain that they will give the NFL a try first.

With what happens in the months ahead, these young men will never forget their bowl experience. "Absolutely first class," remarked Duerson. "The Hawaiian people were beautiful."

After thinking back on the warm weather and beautiful women of Hawaii's Beaches, Tom Hunter reflected, "If I had been recruited by the University of Hawaii, I would have definitely considered going."

But linebacker Mark Zavagnin got perhaps the greatest satisfaction of all the seniors by playing in a bowl with his younger brother, Mike Zavagnin, in a children's hospital. "It was really rewarding," reflected Mark. "You really don't know how you'll feel until you see the children there in the hospital, it gives you a brighter outlook on life."

Ex-Dolphins Morris sentenced

MIAMI (AP) - Mercury Morris, the fleet runner on three Miami Dolphins Super Bowl teams, was sentenced Tuesday to 20 years in prison for cocaine convictions.

The former National Football League hero, whose name still stirs the Dolphins record book, must serve 15 years before becoming eligible for parole.

Dade County Circuit Judge Ellen Morphonious Gable, herself a Dolphins fan, sentenced the 55-year-old defendant for cocaine trafficking conviction and five years for cocaine conspiracy, a term to run concurrent with the longer penalty.

The judge agreed to allow Morris a trip to Paris to visit his mother, who is suffering from cancer.
**Bloom County**

And thereby our conclu-

sion is that Loan Loomer.

Hempster is a pin-headed
called Luther.

**Berke Breathed**

Attention, Mr. Pug.

Would you like to know
what your new hamster
likes to eat?

**Simon**

**Fate**

Do you think there's
really no two
snowflakes alike?

**Jeb Cashin**

**Photius**

I don't know.
Do they all look alike

**The Daily Crossword**

ACROSS

1 "Of Thee

2 "-3"... 

3 Medicinal plight? 

4 Fruit seed

5 Capit

14 Hymn of nurse

15 American humorist 

16 Take a drink

19 Small territory

20 Grandstand section

21 Lanky

22 Billie

24 Spartan slaves

27 bee (in

30 Indian

32 Malay

34 Campaign

35 Hearing aid

36 Ancient pagan

38 Aryan region

40 Curie's relative 

41 Cuddles

43 Creator

44 Wire is evil

46 Blackbird

47 Pineapple slices 

49 Sacred

53 Football officials, often

56 Fete

57 Moon valley

58 - the Red

59 Take to court

60 Polka's cousin

61 Places for bears

**Down**

1 Adages

2 - a man

3 - seven

4 - bane

5 - seven

6 - seven

7 - seven

8 - seven

9 - seven

10 - seven

31 Former president

32 Melting device

33 Book names

36 Felana

37 Cushioned

42 Medieval silk

43 Bank worker

44 A Guilt

45 "Tere -

47 Poisoned tusks

48 - by name

49 Taken

50 "The Way

51 Green island

52 Certain metals

Thursday's Solution
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**Campus**

Friday, Jan. 21


12:30 - 5:30 p.m. - Open House, Center for Social Concerns.

1:30 - Swimming, ND Women vs. Bowling Green, Rockne Memorial


5:00 p.m. - Weekend Kick-off, Stong, WSND-AM 64

6:30 p.m. - Mass and Supper, Balla Shell. Sponsored by Campus Ministry.

8:30 p.m. - Film, "Gone With the Wind," Engineering Auditorium.

10:00 p.m. - Swimming, ND Men vs. Bowling Green, Rockne Memorial

* 9:00 p.m. - Opening Art Exhibitions, International Holographers Invitational, at Moreau Gallery, St. John's Church - 12:30 p.m., Saturday, Jan. 22.

* 10:00 p.m. - Art Lecture, "Soil Conservation," by Tom Brown, ND State Soil Conservation District, O'Shaughnessy Hall, O'Shaughnessy Galleries.

Saturday, Jan. 22

* 8:00 a.m. - Educational Testing Service Examination, Engineering Auditorium.

10:00 a.m. - Track, ND Men vs. Iowa, ACC Fieldhouse.

11:00 a.m. - Christian Concert, Library Auditorium, sponsored by St. Raphael's Church, 101 Engineering Auditorium.

10:00 a.m. - NAZZ Open Stage.

10:15 p.m. - NAKE, John Foyl, and Friends.

Sunday, Jan. 23

10:00 a.m. - Open Art Exhibition, Chreo Collection Loan from Rothschilde Bank, Zurich, O'Shaughnessy Galleries.

12:30 p.m. - Basketball, ND Women vs. Illinois, ACC.

1:00 p.m. - Art Lecture, "Five Works in Progress," Crystal Anspach, Art Department.

* 7:00 p.m. - Rock in Retrospect, Jack Briganti, WSND-AM 64.

* 8:00 p.m. - Women's Opportunity Week, "One Woman Show," Karina Bonn Riley, Little Theatre

* Midnight - All Jazz Show, WSND-FM 98.9

**GONE WITH THE WIND**

Friday, Jan 21 Saturday, Jan 22

6:00 & 10:00 pm Eng. Auditorium

$1.00

**Senior Bar**

welcomes the music of PAR THREE

Saturday

doors open at 9:30
Newly confident Irish to take on Terrapins

By RICH O'CONNOR
Sports Writer

With confidence gained in last Saturday's final-minute 59-57 win over Marquette, Notre Dame again takes its act on the road for tomorrow afternoon's game against Maryland at Cole Field House.

Irish coach Digger Phelps' team sports a 10-5 record and is looking to take its second step toward returning to national prominence after the 10-7 disaster of last season. But it won't be an easy step. Maryland, despite inconsistency, has proven itself an able opponent. The Terrapins enter tomorrow's game with an 8-5 record that includes a double overtime win over top-ranked UCLA, a victory over American University (an upset winner over Georgetown earlier this season), an 80-61 winner over Clemson at Clemson, a one-point loss to North Carolina, 18-point losses to Virginia and Duke, an 18-point loss to Penn State, a five-point win over William and Mary, and a one-point win over Canisius.

The UCLA and Clemson games are probably the best indicator of the talent to be found on Charles "Lefty" Driesell's squad.

"Anyone who saw what Maryland did to UCLA (winning 80-79 in 2OT), has to have tremendous respect for what they're capable of doing against a great basketball team," says Phelps. "Maryland simply dominated over certain stretchers and even when UCLA made it close, Maryland matched them basket for basket down to the wire.

The Clemson game Wednesday night was a good example of the Terrapins capabilities. Holding the Tigers to just 61 points in Clemson while playing with a 30-second clock, and an obscenely close three point line is a tribute to Maryland's defensive ability.

But tomorrow's game will not be tainted by the ACC's "noble experiments." It will be basketball at its best for the regional cameras at NBC.

At guard for Driesell's team -- a 55-51 loser to the Irish last season -- is 6-8 sophomore Adrian Bronson averaging 10 points a game this year. Bronson trailed Virginia's Ralph Sampson in scoring average his initial season. Bronson can hurt you on the boards as well. In last year's contest, he pulled down eight rebounds.

"Bronson is a great talent -- and he's capable of playing anywhere on the floor," says Phelps. "When they've got him at guard he can operate almost like a Magic Johnson.

At the other guard spot for the Terrapins is 6-5 sophomore Jeff Alkins. A winner in all 29 games for the Terps, Alkins has benefited from the two of us.

The Irish are a good basketball team with an 8-5 record that includes a double overtime win over top-ranked UCLA, a victory over American University (an upset winner over Georgetown earlier this season), an 80-61 winner over Clemson at Clemson, a one-point loss to North Carolina, 18-point losses to Virginia and Duke, an 18-point loss to Penn State, a five-point win over William and Mary, and a one-point win over Canisius.

The UCLA and Clemson games are probably the best indicator of the talent to be found on Charles "Lefty" Driesell's squad.

"Anyone who saw what Maryland did to UCLA (winning 80-79 in 2OT), has to have tremendous respect for what they're capable of doing against a great basketball team," says Phelps. "Maryland simply dominated over certain stretchers and even when UCLA made it close, Maryland matched them basket for basket down to the wire.

The Clemson game Wednesday night was a good example of the Terrapins capabilities. Holding the Tigers to just 61 points in Clemson while playing with a 30-second clock, and an obscenely close three point line is a tribute to Maryland's defensive ability.

But tomorrow's game will not be tainted by the ACC's "noble experiments." It will be basketball at its best for the regional cameras at NBC.

At guard for Driesell's team -- a 55-51 loser to the Irish last season -- is 6-8 sophomore Adrian Bronson averaging 10 points a game this year. Bronson trailed Virginia's Ralph Sampson in scoring average his initial season. Bronson can hurt you on the boards as well. In last year's contest, he pulled down eight rebounds.

"Bronson is a great talent -- and he's capable of playing anywhere on the floor," says Phelps. "When they've got him at guard he can operate almost like a Magic Johnson.

At the other guard spot for the Terrapins is 6-5 sophomore Jeff Alkins. A winner in all 29 games for the Terps, Alkins has benefited from the

Detroit, UIC upcoming

Ebden's success a family matter

By MIKE SULLIVAN

It's a common story. Those of us who grew up on sports remember Dad taking an active interest in our own athletic interests. He wanted to see us succeed in life, and what better way than for us to excel in sports. Dad might not know anything about our favorite sport, but he made sure that he learned the game well enough to give us sound pointers. Maybe even enough advice to get us on the up-and-comingTerps.

Dad gave us might even make us a high-school star, or get us scholarship offers from big-name colleges.

Take the case of Lynn Ebden. One of the freshman standouts on Mary DiStanislao's basketball team, Ebden has a father who is more qualified than most in giving advice. Bill Ebden was an All-America forward at the University of Detroit. Not blessed with great size, speed, or jumping ability, he retired in 1978 from the University of Detroit. DiStanislao's "tall, she can shoot, she can rebound, and yet she has enough court sense to handle the ball. "She has good athletic ability, good quickness, timing, and jumping ability, but she's still learning where she has to be without the ball." She hopes to learn to cultivate her ball handling.

Ebden agrees that, despite her early success, she is not ready to control the game like she could be a high-school star.

"The transition from high school to college has been challenging," she admits. "I'm becoming a full-time guard and I have a lot to learn. I never really learned how to play game and so I have to learn a lot in coordination with the point guard.

For the time being, she is content in coming off the bench when called upon. She realizes that, with so many good players on one team, she is going to have to split time with her more experienced teammates.

"My responsibility on the team is to try to continue to put in good minutes and help the team improve. Of course, it's nice to win. Hopefully, with the combined efforts of everyone, we'll get an (NCAA Tournament) bid."

Still, one has to wonder whether Lynn Ebden would be shooting jump shots and dribbling a basketball for her father. The answer is yes.

See LYNN, page 15
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Ferris St. next up for uncertain icemen

By J.P. HEALEY
Sports Writer

Amidst all the meetings, all the interviews, and all the activities centered around the doubleheader sports situation, the Notre Dame hockey team must find time to actually play the games on their schedules.

This weekend, the Irish travel to Big Rapids, Mich., to do battle with Ferris State University, who are only four points ahead of Notre Dame in the CCHA.

The coach of the Bulldogs, Dick Bertrand, is in his first year at Ferris State after 12 seasons with Cornell. Bertrand was met by 21 returning lettermen at the beginning of this season.

Of the 21 experienced players, senior Paul Gado, the MVP of the team -- and Jim File, two-time all-CCHA defenseman, led the beginning.

"Last year, Ferris State played a lot of four line style, with coach Jeffy Smith. "FILE is a big, tough kid who could lead that type of team."

Under Bertrand though, things might have changed. Coming from the East, Bertrand is more accustomed to an open style of play. This possible conflict of team philosophies could present a problem for the Irish.

"We're not sure exactly what to expect," commented Smith. "We haven't seen the Bulldogs this year, and we're only going on last years performance, so it'll probably be a tough series."

The Bulldogs have more to their advantage than the element of surprise. The team captured a big upset victory over Michigan State last weekend. Freshman Norm Young turned in a +7 save performance in goal for the winning effort.

"Ferris State is coming off a good weekend. We're probably finally accustomed to their coach Mike Paul Coffey's high intensity of freshman."

But Notre Dame has some ammunition of its own.

The Irish offensive attack will be led by their four with some seven points in last Saturday's victory over Miami of Ohio won him the title of CCHA Player of the Week.

See ICERS, page 17